
•  Write ONLY the 
underlined 
parts on the 

sage-colored 
slides.  

•  Draw pictures 
for examples 





� The study of rocks, 
layers of soil, etc., in 
order to learn about 
the history of the 
Earth and its life 



� A rock that forms 
from compressed 
or cemented layers 
of sediment. 









� Rock formed by the 
volcanic activity; the 
solidification of 
magma or lava 











�   a new highly 
compacted, crystalline 
rock formed by 
extreme heat and/or 
pressure. (has 
undergone changes 
from its original rock 
type) 



















� A principle that 
geologic 
processes that 
occurred in the 
past can be 
explained by 
current 
geological 
processes.  



� A principle that states 
that younger rocks lie 
above older rocks if 
the layers have not 
been disturbed. 





� A break in the 
geologic record 
created when rock 
layers are eroded 
or when sediment 
is not deposited for 
a long period of 
time. (*missing 
time) 



� Is molten rock from Earth’s 
interior that squeezes into 
existing rock and cools. 





� The theory that explains how 
large pieces or Earth’s crust 
move and change shape. 



� The hypothesis that a single 
large landmass broke up into 
smaller landmasses to form the 
continents 

� the movement of continents 



� The standard method 
used to divide Earth’s 
long natural history into 
manageable parts. 



� The death of every 
member of a 
species. 



�  65 million years ago 
� Likely from huge asteroid 



http://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-
shows/greatest-discoveries/videos/100-

greatest-discoveries-kt-boundary-
discovery/ 









� Any method of 
determining 
whether an event/
object is older or 
younger than other 
events/objects.  





� The remains of an 
organism that 
lived long ago, 
most commonly 
preserved in 
sedimentary rock 



� A fossilized structure, such as a 
footprint, that formed in 
sedimentary rock by animal 
activity. 



� A fossil that is used to establish 
the age of a rock layer because 
the fossil is distinct, abundant, 
and widepread; and existed for only a short span of 
geologic time 





� The name of the super 
continent – one giant 
landmass existed 
about 245 Mya (million years ago) 



� You live on the 
RING OF FIRE: 

 a belt of 
volcanoes & 
earthquakes 
encircling the 
Pacific. 



� You live near the GRAND 
STAIRCASE?  

� Bryce Canyon, Zion Canyon and 
the Grand Canyon. Only place on 
Earth. 




